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Happy St. Patrick’s Day!!!  
 
Early this morning I went for a walk along the Beaver River and was 
greeted with the sounds and sight of the first red-winged blackbirds, robins 
and wood ducks. I’m not a great morning person, but just listening the birds 
singing their hearts out put me in a right-jolly-good-mood. 
 
I even tried to do one of those leprechaun heel-click jumps but it didn’t end 
very well. Only my dog witnessed the pathetic attempt and she’s pretty 
good at keeping things between us.   
 
Things are looking up everywhere these days. I keep meeting people who 
have already been vaccinated and although I’ve not yet had mine, the more 
that are vaccinated, the better for all of us.  
 
It’s very fitting on this St. Patrick’s Day to be in a celebratory mood. 
Although we certainly can’t pack a zillion people into the Legion (remember 
those days!) or have street parties, we can lift a glass remotely and toast 
the days to come.  
 
The legend of St. Patrick fits quite well with these times. As the story 
goes…during a forty-day fast on the Emerald Isle (I believe it was during 
Lent) he was attacked by poisonous snakes. Apparently they were a 
problem to others too, so he drove them from the land, into the sea. And 
that’s why there are no snakes in Ireland.  
 
Or it could have been because twenty five thousand years ago glaciers 
covered the land and froze them all to death. Take your pick which story 
you like better.  
 
The main point is that, if you don’t like snakes (and a lot of people don’t!), 
Ireland is a good place to be. It’s safe for Ophidiophobics.  
 



I think it’s fair to say that feeling protected from danger is something we all 
desire. The world has not felt very safe for almost a year because of 
the…well you know what.  
 
We need a patron saint of vaccinations, like a St. Patrick to drive this 
invisible critter from the land. After it’s gone we can hoist a green-beer too. 
 
It’s hard to wait and I’m in that difficult age group of between 65 and 80. We 
are an impatient crew and information, like the vaccine, has been in very 
short supply.   
	
Maybe that’s not surprising given the Provincial and Federal Governments 
put retired Generals in charge of running the vaccination programs.  They 
are not accustomed to answering questions asked by the public.   
 
In their world, orders are issued from above and information is provided on 
a “need to know basis”.  They were hired to get the job done, not talk about 
it.  It’s not the time to spend time debating the best method of filling 
sandbags when the waters are rising.  
 
As my friend says, “Just gitter done man!”.   
 
I do wonder why the medical practitioners were left so far out of the loop, 
but this will probably come out in the Public Inquiries and Royal 
Commissions that will surely be initiated after this crisis has passed.  
 
We will likely learn a lot about how to respond to future emergencies in the 
years come and, perhaps, do things differently next time.  
 
All of us who are Boomers and having to wait our turn in line, maybe for the 
first time in our lives, should take a chill-pill. This might be a good character 
building experience.  I left the house this morning, grumbling in my beard 
about how unfair the universe is right now…and woe is me…and then I 
heard the sounds of spring. My load of troubles was, at least momentarily 
but delightfully, lifted. Hope the same is true for you.  
 
Hard to be in a bad mood on such a hallowed day as this St. Patty’s Day. 
“Cheers” and “Top O The Mornin’…!”   
(I hope there are still lots of snakes around too.)         
 


